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Background…



10 years as a solicitor from 
1981 - 1991



From UK lawyer to 
California prosecutor



1991…





Joined a civil law firm for 2 
years



Then in 1993…









I spent 22 years of my 25 
years as a prosecutor 

prosecuting nothing but..



Crimes committed against 
elders  & dependent 

adults



California - like many 
other states - codified the 

crime of elder & 
dependent adult abuse



In California the criminal 
code section for the crime 

of elder abuse is…



Penal Code 368



Who are our victims under 
the code?



Elders & dependent 
adults



Elder = 65+



Dependent adult = 18 to 64 
with mental or physical 

limitations



Those limitations restrict 
victim’s ability to carry 

out normal activities or to 
protect his or her rights



Many of these victims 
were challenged by some 

form of mental 
impairment or other 

vulnerability…



•Physical abuse, mental abuse or 
neglect 

•Financial abuse by non caregiver

•Financial abuse by caregiver

•False imprisonment

PC 368



•Have to prove that Defendant 
knew or reasonably should have 
known that victim was an elder or 
dependent adult

In each of these acts..



Over 65% of all the cases 
that I prosecuted involved 

financial exploitation



Lessons learned….



The exploitation of the 
wealth of vulnerable 

elders is a global problem



Too many cases of such 
exploitation are not being 
identified, investigated or 

prosecuted



Too often the response is .. 
“It is just a civil matter”



Or there is a failure to 
recognize elder 

exploitation as a crime



Such exploitation does not 
just impact elders 

financially..



•Financial

•Emotional

•Residual

Assess the impact of the crime









My experience has 
convinced me that other 

countries  also should 
adopt an elder abuse 

criminal statute



Why now?



If you believe the headlines 
then we are in for a 

challenge..

















The case for codifying 
elder abuse as a crime



It would require 
Parliaments to provide a 

definition of what we 
mean by “elder 
exploitation”. 



And why not?



We already have laws that 
define child abuse, human 

trafficking, DV, and 
stalking…



Having such a law would 
require us to pursue justice 
for what many believe are 

a forgotten generation



18 years ago…







Some collateral benefits of 
having such a law..



Raises awareness of an 
ever increasing problem 



Such a law might just act 
as a deterrent to some 
potential perpetrators



Training will hopefully 
reduce barriers to 

successful investigation & 
prosecution



Three major barriers…



“The victim won’t be a 
good witness in the 

courtroom”



Most common answer… 
forgetfulness





•Forgetful

•Senile

•Longwinded

•Grumpy

•Disabled

•Fragile

AVOID STEREOTYPING OF SENIORS



“It’s just a civil matter” 
because he gave the 

money voluntarily



But things are not always 
how they first appear





•There are times when the 
apparent voluntariness has been 
diluted by fraud, undue influence 
or by exploiting the mental 
limitations of the victim



“Victim declines 
prosecution”



• If not punished, the perp WILL 
abuse again

•We CAN convict even without the 
assistance of the victim

•Abuse is a crime against NOT JUST 
the abused

Why self-determination is a 
problem



Such a law might also lead 
to the creation of 

mandated reporters…



Who should be in that 
category?



Not just first responders, 
medical personnel, or 

social workers…



But also every employee of 
a financial institution



Such a law would 
encourage a MDT 

approach



FAST teams



Lessons learned on my 22 year journey of 
prosecuting serious elder abuse cases



“Alone, we can do so little; 
together we can do much.”

Helen Keller





Would you be willing to 
start a MDT in your 

community & jurisdiction?



Having such a law would 
also force judges and the 
legal system to pay more 
attention to the needs of 

older victims.. 



Making our courts more 
elder friendly





Giving priority to certain 
elder abuse trials



Making special 
accommodations for older 

victims with disabilities



In summary…







If we are serious about 
protecting the wealth of 
our vulnerable elders..



It is time for action…time 
for you to tell your 

legislators that we need 
such a law..



Elder Abuse in your 

jurisdiction..



Forgotten victims

no more



Reaching all victims -

that is our goal



•Paul Greenwood

•442-257-2984

•paul@greenwoodlawcorp.com

•www.greenwoodlawcorp.com
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